Abstract. The automatic identification of direct and indirect discourses and the association of each "direct" utterance with its author are research topics that begin to be explored in Natural Language Processing. We developed the DID system that when applied to children stories starts by classifying the utterances that belong to the narrator (indirect discourse) and those belonging to the characters taking part in the story (direct discourse). Afterword, DID tries to associate each direct discourse utterance with the character(s) in the story. This automation can be advantageous, namely when it is necessary to tag the stories that should be handled by an automatic story teller.
Introduction
Children stories have some intrinsic magic that captures the attention of any reader. This magic is transmitted by intervening characters and by the narrator that contributes to the comprehension and emphasis of the fables. Inherent to this theme emerges the direct and indirect discourse apprehension by the human reader that corresponds to characters and narrator, respectively.
The automatic identification of speakers in children's stories is a necessary step for the comprehension of the story, namely when it is necessary to tag the stories that should be handled by an automatic story teller. After knowing which portions of the story should be read by which speaker, it is possible to choose the appropriate voices for synthesizing the story characters [5] , to choose the appropriate character representation and animate it in a story teller [1] .
This work deals with the identification of the character (the narrator may be considered another character, for this purpose) that is responsible for each story utterance. The result is expressed in a final document with tags associated with each character.
For example, consider the following excerpt of a story 1 :
They arrived at the lake. The boy waved to them, smiling.
---Come, it is really good! Our system identifies the text associated with each character of the story: 1 Although some examples are in english, our system only handles portuguese texts <person name=''narrator''> They arrived at the lake. The boy waved to them, smiling. </person> <person name =''boy''> Come, it is really good </person> Our approach consists of two basic stages: (i) identification of the utterances that belong to the narrator and the utterances that are said by a character, and (ii) association of each character utterance wit a specific story character. The first stage is described in Section 2 and the second stage is described in Section 3.
Direct/Indirect Discourse Identification

Pre-processing
In order to apply DID it is necessary to resort to Smorph [6] , a morphological analyzer, and PasMo [4] , which divides the text into paragraphs and transforms word tags. Thus, the story texts are first submitted to Smorph and then PasMo, which produces XML documents.
Solution
We started by collecting a set of children stories, all of them written by Portuguese authors. These dorpora was divided into a training set (the first eleven stories of Table 1) , and a test set (the last four stories of the same table). After hand inspecting the training set, we extracted twelve heuristics:
H1 A dash at the beginning of a paragraph identifies a direct discourse; H2 A paragraph mark after a colon suggests the paragraph corresponds to a character (direct discourse); H3 If a paragraph has a question mark at the end then it, probably, belongs to a character; H4 The exclamation mark at the end of a paragraph identifies a direct discourse, with some probability. This heuristic follows the reasoning of H3; H5 The personal or possessive pronouns in the 1st or 2nd person indicate that we are in the presence of a direct discourse; H6 Verbs in past tense, present, future or imperfect tense are characteristics of direct discourse because they are verbs directed to characters; H7 The usage of inverted commas can indicate the speech of a character, but generally it is the narrator imitating the character and not the character speaking about himself/herself; H8 The usage of tense adverbs (tomorrow, today, yesterday, etc.) can identify a direct discourse; H9 If next to a direct discourse there is a short text between dashes, then the next text excerpt probably belongs to a character;
H10
The imperfect tense verbs that can be expressed in the same way for a character and for a narrator just lead to a direct discourse when there is a personal pronoun corresponding to a character; H11 In the phrase, if there is a text excerpt between two dashes where a declarative verb exists (declare, say, ask, etc.) in the third person, then we can say that a character expresses the text excerpt appearing before the left dash; H12 The use of interjections identifies a direct discourse because only characters use them.
The input of DID is PasMo's output. DID analyses the text paragraph by paragraph. Heuristics are then applied to each one. After processing the whole text, DID returns an XML document, in VHML format [2] , that contains all the identified discourses accordingly to the tags supported by this language.
DID followed the Theory of Confirmation to get the degree of trust with which identified direct discourse: the user can define the trust to associate with each heuristic and also the value of its threshold, which defines the limit between success and failure. Thus, we can say that DID works like an expert system.
However, DID first results made us improve these heuristics, namely:
-H3 and H4 have different trust values deppending on the position of the mark on the paragraph. If there is a question or exclamation mark in the middle of a paragraph, the trust value is lower. When the mark is at the end of the paragraph the trust value is higher. So, these heuristics have two trust values. -H5 and H6 have been combined, because DID's input has many ambiguities.
-H7 revealed to be a neutral heuristic so it was removed.
Final results can be seen in 
Evaluation
In order to check the capabilities of DID system, we developed a new system: DIDVerify, which is responsible for the comparison between DID's output and the idealized result. This comparison verifies whether discourses were well identified by DID and also shows the number of times that each heuristic was applied. After analyzing the results obtained with the training set, we can easily infer that the best results are obtained for the children stories (e.g. "O Gato das Botas", "O Macaco do Rabo Cortado"), what can be explained by the fact that characters are mainly identified by Heuristic 1. The worst result is obtained with the story "O Bando dos Quatro", because here the narrator is also a character of the story, leading to an ambiguous agent: sometimes speaking like a narrator and others like a character. DID is not prepared to treat this ambiguity. Two children stories achieved 100% successful results, confirming the good performance of DID as a tagger for a Story Teller System under development by other researchers of our research institute. The result obtained for the story "Lisboa 2050" must be heightened because this story has a large number of discourses and DID performs a 96% successful result! Summarizing the results, DID obtains an average of 89% of success showing that the results are similar to the projected objectives.
Analyzing the test set, all the results surpass 80% of success with an average of 92%. That is very reasonable for a set of texts that was not used to train the DID system. This result also shows that DID has a fine performance in different types of stories.
Examining the results obtained by DID-Verify with the test set, we obtained the 2, which shows the performance of each heuristic. Here we conclude that Heuristic 1 is the most applied, identifying a larger number of discourses correctly. Heuristic 5 and Heuristic 6 also lead to good results. Heuristic 2 never fails but was only applied six times. Heuristic 4 is the one that leads to more mistakes, because the exclamation mark is many times used in narration discourses. Generally, all the heuristics have a high success rate. 3 Character Identification
VHML Changes
Sometimes, it is not clear, even for humans, which is the character that must be associated with a given utterance. To allow the representation of this king of ambiguity, and to avoid the repetition of utterances whenever an utterance is simultaneously said by multiple characters, we made small changes to the VHML language. Namely, we introduced the concept of "speaker": 
Pre-processing
The text is processed by a shallow parsing module -SuSAna -that performs efficient analysis over unrestricted text. The module recognizes, not only the boundaries, but also the internal structure and syntactic category of syntactic constituents [3] . It is used to identify the nucleus of the noun phrases.
A single noun phrase (SNP), is a noun phrase containing either a proper noun or an article followed by a noun phrase.
We 
Solution
From the hand inspection of the training set (the first eleven stories of Table 1 ), we extracted five rules. They are not called heuristics to avoid confusions with direct/indirect heuristics, already presented.
Rule 1
If the first sentence of the indirect discourse (imediately following a direct discourse) contains a declarative verb (3rd person) that appears before the first SNP, and the SNP is a valid character name, then that name is the responsible for the previous direct discourse utterance.
Example, from the corpora: -Mas não vão conseguir -disse a Ana, inesperadamente.
Rule 2 If in a direct discourse, any sentence belonging to a previous (search is performed from the direct discourse to the beginning of the document) indirect discourse, the word that precedes a SN containing a character name is a declarative verb on the 3rd person, then the noun of that SN refers the character responsible for the direct discourse.
Example: E mais uma vez apareceu o lobo mau: -TOC! TOC! TOC!
Rule 3 If in a direct discourse, any sentence belonging to a previous (search is performed from the direct discourse to the beginning of the document) direct discourse starts with a SN containing a character name, then the noun of that SN refers the character responsible for the present direct discourse.
Example: E eis que a menina bateà porta... -Avó, sou eu. Tenho aqui uma pequena prenda para si...
Rule 4
If the direct discourse itself contains (search is performed from the beginning to the end of the direct discourse) either a SN containing a character name preceded by a verb on present, 1st or 3rd person, or a SN containing a character name imediately preceded by the verb "chamar" in the present, reflexive 1st person, then the noun of that SN refers the character responsible for the present direct discourse.
Example:
Uma rapariga loira e bonita apresentou-se: -Sou a Sofia e vou tratar da sua viagem. Que filmeé que quer ver?
Rule 5 If in a direct discourse, any sentence belonging to a previous (search is performed from the direct discourse to the beginning of the document) direct discourse has a SN containing a character name, not preceded by a declarative verb, or imediately followed by a punctuation mark, then the noun of that SN refers the character responsible for the present direct discourse.
Example: -Até que enfim que te encontro, Anita! Procurei-te por todo o lado. Tenho uma carta para ti. -Uma carta? Para mim?
Evaluation
The evaluation process compares the noun included in the selected NP with the names described in the file that contains the enumeration of all story characters. If the noun is either included (a string operation) in the correct name of the character, or is included in any of the alternate names, we consider it a correct identification. Sometimes, it may lead to a "soft" evaluation, since the name porquinho is considered a correct identification of any of the following characters: porquinho mais velho, porquinho do meio, and porquinho mais novo.
The first step was the independent evaluation of each rule, see Table 3 . Then we trained a decision tree (CART) to identify the rule that is able to predict the character responsible for each direct utterance. To train the decision tree, we used as features:
1 parameter containing the rule with the correct result; 5 parameters containing the information about the use of each rule: 0 means the rule did not trigger, 1 that the rule did trigger; 10 parameters containing the agreement between rules: 0 means that at least one of the rules did not trigger, 1 the rules agree, and 2 the rules did not agree.
The performance of the decision tree after training was as is depicted in Table 4 : 84.8% of correct answers on the training corpus (145 correct answers out of 171), and 65.7% of correct answers on the test corpus (23 correct out of 35). Table 5 contains the confusion matrix after the training.
Discussion
First of all, the performance achieved is very good, considering that these are the first results, and there is place for improving every stage of the chain processing. One can also conclude that both corpus are small, and the test corpus is not ???????, since it does not contain elements of class 4 (R4 should be applied) and class 5 (R5 should be applied).
The rules, when they decide to trigger, produce good results, but either they should be active more often (68% of direct discourses are not associated with any character), or other rules are missing. R4 and R5 should be revised, since they are triggered only 1%. After a more detailed evaluation of the errors in both corpora we concluded that: (i) only twice a part-of-speech tagger is the culprit; (ii) the incorrect identification of direct/indirect discourse is responsible for 13 mistakes (rule R1-1, R2-2, R3-7 and R5-3); (iii) The shallow parser did not identify a NP and, consequently, R3 failed to identify the correct character 4 times; and the decision tree has made an incorrect choice 24 times.
Future work
We have made good progress on children story interpretation/marking, but, since it is a complex and heterogeneous problem, a lot of work remains to be done, namely:
-to increment the size and variety of both corpora; -to define associations of words and expressions to help identify some type of story characters; -to use a morphossyntatic disambiguator to handle the ambiguous word classifications; -to improve the automatic text segmentation in sentences ; -to define a set of verbs that cannot be expressed by a narrator; -to identify relations (ownership and creation) between objects and characters; -to identify the family relations between characters; -to introduce in the processing chain a new module to identify the characters taking part in a story, which is, for the moment, given by the user; -to use anaphora to help identifying characters referred by pronouns; -to implement and evaluate a new rule: whenever two consecutive direct utterances are associated with different characters, and until the next indirect utterance, consider the identified characters alternate in the enclosed direct discourses; -to include propositional and adjective attachments in the noun phrases, to enable a better identification of the story characters; -to identify the subject and complements of each sentence, which will enable a better redesign/performance of rules R2 and R3; -to develop new modules to identify the gesture and emotions as well as the environment where each scene takes place.
